CONSUMER UNITED
Boston and Westborough, Massachusetts

PARTNERSHIP INSURED FOR GROWTH
Consumer United is a rapidly growing online insurance agency based in Boston, Massachusetts. With agents licensed to sell auto and
home insurance policies in 20+ states, and quickly expanding nationwide, the company was named one of the Top 10 Fastest Growing
Companies in Insurance by Inc. Magazine in 2012. When launching a new company, risk is always involved. Thus, Consumer United
used a lean start-up mentality, outfitting their offices with inexpensive temporary furniture. Their successful business model has led to
rapid expansion, and with a growing sales force — and the need to attract and keep quality employees — Consumer United knew that
professional furniture could help them create a work environment that would help them achieve their business goals.
Consumer United found a partner in Interior Concepts to furnish not only its downtown Boston office, but also a satellite location
in the outlying suburb of Westborough. As a young company evolving from temporary furniture, Consumer United needed to start
from the ground up with space planning and identifying furniture needs for different team functions. To kick-start the design process,
Interior Concepts organized a tour to a local site outfitted with its furniture. Consumer United was impressed with the overall quality,
ability to utilize the space, and appearance of the furniture.
Consumer United also appreciated the experience and design expertise that Interior Concepts brought to the table. According to
Casey Gustus, COO of Consumer United, “The experience that Interior Concepts brought to the table, having worked with so many
organizations, in all phases from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies, was really valuable to us.” To build Consumer United’s vision, in
addition to on-site consultations, everyone worked together via an interactive quoting process — making changes to designs in
real-time over web conferencing. This ability to visualize their space and furniture layouts with 3D-virtual tours helped them visualize
how their space would look and function as they added agent and supervisor stations, training rooms, testing modules, reception
areas, and administration offices.
Maintaining lean principles, Consumer United continues to add furniture in stages to pace their growth. Interior Concepts makes
installations a smooth process by keeping records of past purchases and floorplans. Gustus said, “The installation process was
fantastic. The crew was incredibly professional. They worked with us to make sure I did not have business interruptions during
the installation. The team was friendly, helpful, and happy to complete any adjustments that needed to be made.”
Creating a professional environment has helped Consumer United with recruiting. When people walk into the office, they now see a
much more professional environment with furniture that meets the standards to which they hold their people. Interior Concepts is
proud to have been an integral part of the transformation of Consumer United from a start-up to an established company.
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“With Interior Concepts, we felt like we had a partner in the design process of our two facilities in
Boston and Westborough. It was different from what we were expecting. We thought others would
come in and try to tell us what we should purchase, but Interior Concepts took a resultsoriented approach of developing solutions according to what we were trying to achieve.”
– Casey Gustus, COO of Consumer United
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1 Westborough agent workstations

6 Westborough agent training room

2 Boston agent training module with walls

7 Westborough agent workstations

3 Westborough supervisor station

8 Westborough reception desk

4 Boston supervisor station

9 Westborough agent workstations

5 Boston agent workstations
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WE’RE

18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake, MI 49456
800.678.5550 | interiorconcepts.com

To see a video about Consumer United in Massachusetts, visit
www.interiorconcepts.com/consumerunited.
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